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Abstract. The Boyce - Codd normal form (BCNF) is an essential normal form for relation schemes in the relational database. This normal form has been used in designing database systems. Keys and minimal keys are the important concepts of the relational datamodel. The set of minimal keys of relation scheme is Sperner system. In this paper we show a new necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary relation scheme is in BCNF and its set of minimal keys is a given Sperner system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Now we start with some necessary definitions, and in the next sections we formulate our results.

Definition 1. Let $R = \{h_1, \ldots, h_n\}$ be a relation over $U$, and $A, B \subseteq U$. Then we say that $B$ functionally depends on $A$ in $R$ (denoted $A \xrightarrow{R} B$) iff

$$(\forall h_i, h_j \in R)(\forall a \in A)(h_i(a) = h_j(a)) \Rightarrow (\forall b \in B)(h_i(b) = h_j(b)).$$

Let $F_R = \{(A, B) : A, B \subseteq U, A \xrightarrow{R} B\}$. $F_R$ is called the full family of functional dependencies of $R$. Where we write $(A, B)$ or $A \rightarrow B$ for $A \xrightarrow{R} B$ when $R, f$ are clear from the context.

Definition 2. A functional dependency (FD) over $U$ is a statement of the form $A \rightarrow B$, where $A, B \subseteq U$. The FD $A \rightarrow B$ holds in a relation $R$ if $A \xrightarrow{R} B$. We also say that $R$ satisfies the FD $A \rightarrow B$.

Definition 3. Let $U$ be a finite set, and denotes $P(U)$ its power set. Let $Y \subseteq P(U) \times P(U)$. We say that $Y$ is an $f$-family over $U$ iff for all $A, B, C, D \subseteq U$

1. $(A, A) \in Y$,
2. $(A, B) \in Y, (B, C) \in Y \Rightarrow (A, C) \in Y$,
3. $(A, B) \in Y, A \subseteq C, D \subseteq B \Rightarrow (C, D) \in Y$,
4. $(A, B) \in Y, (C, D) \in Y \Rightarrow (A \cup C, B \cup D) \in Y$.

Clearly, $F_R$ is an $f$-family over $U$.

It is known [1] that if $Y$ is an arbitrary $f$-family, then there is a relation $R$ over $U$ such that $F_R = Y$.

Definition 4. A relation scheme $S$ is a pair $(U, F)$, where $U$ is a set of attributes, and $F$ is a set of FDs over $U$. Let $F^+$ be a set of all FDs that can be derived from $F$ by the rules in Definition 3.

Clearly, in [1] if $S = (U, F)$ is a relation scheme, then there is a relation $R$ over $U$ such that $F_R = F^+$. Such a relation is called an Armstrong relation of $S$.

Definition 5. Let $R$ be a relation over $U$, $S = (U, F)$ be a relation scheme, $Y$ be an $f$-family over $U$, and $A \subseteq U$. Then $A$ is a key of $R$ (a key of $S$, a key of $Y$) if $A \xrightarrow{R} U$ ($A \rightarrow U \in F^+, (A, U) \in Y$). $A$ is a minimal key of $R(S, Y)$ if $A$ is a key of $R(S, Y)$ and any proper subset of $A$ is not a key of $R(S, Y)$. Denote $K_R, (K_S, K_Y)$ the set of all minimal keys of $R(S, Y)$.

Clearly, $K_R, K_S, K_Y$ are Sperner systems over $U$.

Definition 6. Let $K$ be a Sperner system over $U$. We define the set of antikeys of $K$, denote by $K^{-1}$, as follows:
\[ K^{-1} = \{ A \subseteq U : (B \in K) \Rightarrow (B \not\subseteq A) \text{ and } (A \subseteq C) \Rightarrow (\exists B \in K)(B \subseteq C) \}. \]

It is easy to see that \( K^{-1} \) is also a Sperner system over \( U \).

It is known [4] that if \( K \) is an arbitrary Sperner system plays the role of the set of minimal keys (antikeys), then this Sperner system is not empty (doesn’t contain \( U \)). We also regard the comparison of two attributes to be the elementary step of algorithms. Thus, if we assume that subsets of \( U \) are represented as sorted list of attributes, then a Boolean operation on two subsets requires at most \(|U| \) elementary steps.

**Definitions 1.** Let \( I \subseteq P(U) \), \( U \in I \), and \( A, B \in I \Rightarrow A \cap B \in I \). Let \( M \subseteq P(U) \). Denote \( M^+ = \{ M' : M' \subseteq M \} \). We say that \( M \) is a generator of \( I \) iff \( M^+ = I \). Note that \( U \in M^+ \) but not in \( M \), since it is the intersection of the empty collection of sets.

Denote \( N = \{ A \in I : A \not\subseteq \cap \{ A' \in I : A \subseteq A' \} \} \).

In [6] it is proved that \( N \) is the unique minimal generator of \( I \). Thus, for any generator \( N' \) of \( I \) we obtain \( N \subseteq N' \).

**Definition 2.** Let \( R \) be a relation over \( U \), and \( E_R \) the equality set of \( R \), i.e. \( E_R = \{ E_{ij} : 1 \leq i < j \leq |R| \} \), where \( E_{ij} = \{ a \in U : h_i(a) = h_j(a) \} \). Let \( T_R = \{ A \in P(U) : \exists E_{ij} = A, \text{ no } \exists E_{pq} : A \subseteq E_{pq} \} \).

Then \( T_R \) is called the maximal equality system of \( R \).

**Definition 3.** Let \( R \) be a relation, and \( K \) a Sperner system over \( U \). We say that \( R \) represents \( K \) if \( K^{-1} = T_R \), where \( T_R \) is the maximal equality system of \( R \).

The following theorem is known in [8].

**Theorem 1.** Let \( K \) be a relation, and \( K \) a Sperner system over \( U \). We say that \( R \) presents \( K \) iff \( K^{-1} = T_R \), where \( T_R \) is the maximal equality system of \( R \).

Let \( s = (U, F) \) be a relation scheme over \( U \). From \( s \) we construct \( Z(s) = \{ X^+ : X \subseteq U \} \), and compute the minimal generator \( N_s \) of \( Z(s) \). We put \( T_s = \{ A : A \in N_s, \text{ no } \exists B \in N_s : A \subseteq B \} \). In [8] we presented the following result.

**Proposition 1.** Let \( s = (U, F) \) be a relation scheme over \( U \). Then

\[ K_s^{-1} = T_s. \]

**Definition 4.** Let \( s = (R, F) \) be a relation scheme over \( R \). We say that an attribute \( a \) is prime if it belong to a minimal key of \( s \), and nonprime otherwise. \( s = (R, F) \) is in the Boyce - Codd normal form if \( A \rightarrow \{ a \} \not\subseteq F^+ \) for \( A^+ \neq R \), \( a \not\subseteq A \).

If a relation scheme is changed to a relation we have the definition of BCNF for relation.

2. RESULTS

In this section we show the following result. It is a new necessary and sufficient condition for an arbitrary relation scheme is in BCNF and its set of minimal keys is given Sperner system.

First we denote some following concepts.

Let \( K \) be a Sperner over \( U \). Denote \( T(K^{-1}) = \{ : \exists B \in K^{-1} : A \subseteq B \} \). \( K_n = \{ a \in U \mid \exists A \in K, a \in A \} \). \( K_n \) is called the set of nonprime attributes of \( K \). Then we have

**Theorem 1.** Let \( s = (U, F) \) be a relation scheme, \( K \) a Sperner system over \( U \). Denote \( K^{-1} = \{ B - a : a \in B, B \in K^{-1} \} \) and \( M^* = \{ C : C \in K^{-1}, C \neq \cap \{ B : B \in K^{-1}, C \subseteq B \} \} \). Then \( s \) is in BCNF and \( K_s = K \) if and only if

\[ \{ U \} \cup K^{-1} \cup M^* \subseteq \{ U \} \cup T(K^{-1}). \]

**Proof.** Assume that \( s \) is in BCNF and \( K = K_s \). By Proposition 1 and from definitions of \( Z(s) \), \( T(K^{-1}) \) we have the right-hand side of (\( \ast \)). Based on Proposition 1 we can see that \( \{ U \} \cup K^{-1} \subseteq \)
According to definition of BCNF, if \( s \) is in BCNF then for every \( B \subseteq K^{-1} \), \( B - a \subseteq Z(s) \). Consequently, we obtain \( M^* \subseteq Z(s) \).

Assume that we have \((*)\). By Proposition 1 and according to definitions of \( Z(s) \), \( T(K^{-1}) \), \( K^{-1} \) we obtain \( K_s = K \). If there exists an \( A \rightarrow \{a\} \subseteq F^+ \) and \( A^+ \neq R \) and \( a \notin A \). According to Proposition 1 there exists a \( B \in K^{-1}_s \) such that \( A^+ \subseteq B \). Clearly, \( a \in B \) and \( A \subseteq B - a \) hold. Consequently, we have \((B - a)^+ = B \). This is a contradiction. Thus, \( s \) is in BCNF. The proof is complete.

Clearly, the right-hand side and the left-hand side of \((*)\) don’t depend on \( s \).

Note that if \( s_1 = (R, F_1) \) and \( s_2 = (R, F_2) \) are in BCNF then \( K_{s_1} = K_{s_2} \) holds iff \( F_1^+ = F_2^+ \) holds.

From definition of \( Z(s) \) and according to Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 the following corollary is obvious.

**Corollary 1.** Let \( s = (R, F) \) be a relation scheme. Then \( s \) is in BCNF iff \( \forall B \subseteq K^{-1}_s \), \( a \in B : (B - a)^+ = B - a \).
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